Map People Hunt Game
(Diane Butler and Anita McKean, Area V)
Editor’s Note: This activity was presented as an icebreaker at the Area V
conference. It could be used at a chapter meeting or in a different area with a
map of the local community. The map of the Area 5 chapters which was used is
included as an example on the next page.
Game Objectives:
1. To offer an opportunity for women to get out of their seats and mingle with
other DKG members
2. To offer an opportunity to visualize the size, location and names of all the
Chapters within Area V (This can be done with a different Area or at a Chapter
meeting focusing on cities where members live or teach.)
3. To recognize the working DKG attendees
Activity Steps:
1. Women were given a California map on an 8.5 x 11" sheet of paper with
Area Chapter names and location of each Chapter in Area V labeled
2. Working educators were asked to stand and be recognized before the game
began.
3. Chapter members usually sit together at Area events, so someone from each
Chapter stood to identify their starting location.
4. The goal was for women within 5-7 minutes to circulate the room to obtain 2
signatures from each Chapter. (Note: This was difficult for anyone in a wheel
chair, but members came to them to obtain their signature.}
5. All completed sheets were collected and prizes were given for completed
sheets.
Future Suggestions:
 This activity could be used at a chapter meeting in which members
are to find people that work in various districts or live in various
cities. The map could be of the local area.
 One suggestion is to have three signature lines behind each
Chapter location.
 Have one signature line highlighted to designate where a working
educator is to sign
 Non-highlighted lines could be for retired members to sign.
When this activity was presented at the Area V Conference, many members of
the California State Leadership Team were present and members were asked to
find two people from each Chapter and two people from the California State
Organization Leadership Team.

